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2-layer neural networks.

• It shows how neural network converge to almost best solution given learned gradient features.
• After the first step, both layers continue to learn with the same learning rate, but second layer 

weights grow while the first layer weights stay in a neighborhood. 

Apply to four case studies by our Gradient Feature Learning Framework directly:
(1) mixtures of Gaussians, (2) parity functions, (3) linear data, (4) multiple-index models.

Beyond the Kernel Regime:
● There exists a data distribution in the parity learning that (1) any fixed feature methods (including 

NTK) needs exponentially large size to learn successful; (2) Gradient Feature only needs 
polynomially large model, runtime, and sample complexity to learn successful. 

● There exists a data distribution in the mixtures of Gaussians that (1) any fixed feature methods 
(including NTK) needs Ω(d^2) features and Ω(d^2) samples to learn successful; (2) Gradient 
Feature only needs Ω(log d) neurons and Ω((log d)^2) samples to learn successful.

Lottery Ticket Hypothesis (LTH):
● Show the existence of the winning lottery subnetwork.
● Show subnetwork can learn to similar loss in similar runtime as the whole network (novel).

Implicit Regularization / Simplicity Bias:
● Networks first learn simpler functions and then more sophisticated ones.

Learning over Different Data Distributions:
● Data-dependent non-vacuous guarantees to measure the “complexity” of the problem. For 

easier problems, this quantity is smaller, give a better error bound to derive guarantees. 

New Perspectives about Roadmaps Forward:
● Our framework: the strong representation power of NN is the key to successful learning. 
● Traditional ones: strong representation power leads to vacuous generalization bounds. 
● Traditional analysis typically first reasons about the optimal based on the whole function class 

then analyzes how NN learns proper features and reaches the optimal. In contrast, our 
framework defines feature family first, and then reasons about the optimal based on it.


